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Recommendations for the care,
use and transportation of

Cabinet Roller Towels
& Dispensers

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CARE, USE
AND TRANSPORTATION OF CABINET
ROLLER TOWELS & DISPENSERS
Published by TSA in consultation with the Health and Safety Executive

This code of practice describes the responsibilities of the textile rental company or
service provider and customer in respect of the provision of a cabinet roller towel
service. It incorporates the guidance given in the informative Annexes of BS EN
13569:2000 Cabinet roller towels – Performance requirements and processing. In
addition it includes the level and quality of information and training, which should
be given by the service provider to staff to ensure a satisfactory service and to be
able to demonstrate that all reasonable steps have been taken to make that service
as safe as possible. Equally, customers need to understand their responsibility for
the roller towel and dispenser during the period after installation in the correct
location and the next delivery of clean rolls.
Textile rental companies/service providers should also familiarise themselves with
their duties under two pieces of product legislation, which includes roller towels
and dispensers. The Product Liability Directive (85/374/EEC amended
1999/34/EC) deals with damage or injury arising from defective products and
services. The Product Safety Directive (92/59/EEC amended 2001/95/EC) has the
purpose of ensuring that products placed on the market are safe to use for the
duration of their useful life.
The Association acknowledges with thanks the following contributors to the
development of this code.

Richard Newton, Initial Hygiene
Mike Palin, Technical Matters
Steven Kay, HSE
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1.

Key stages in establishing the rental service agreement
The textile rental company should ensure the following:

1.1

A proper survey of the site, in consultation with the customer, is carried out
by competent staff to identify the position and nature of wall locations and
types of roller towel and dispenser to be put in service. Particular attention
should be paid
a)
to usage levels to determine the number of dispensers needed in
individual locations, the probable frequency of towel change and
frequency of delivery of replacement towels
b)
the type of soiling to be expected e.g. oil in engineering workshops, in
order to determine the type of roller towel required e.g. blue

1.2

The correct installation of the dispenser for the specific wall construction.
(See Annex A)

1.3

An explanation of the customer’s responsibilities is given verbally and in
writing. The provision of training of the customer (including relevant
contracted personnel) to allow them to meet these responsibilities, especially
in respect of
a)
the maintenance of the wall location, checking the integrity of fixings
b)
the maintenance of the dispenser, to ensure cleanliness and good
operation
c)
subsequent towel replacement
d)
adjustment of the roller towel
e)
correct loop length and use of safety features (see section 4.2.3)
f)
storage of towels before and after use

1.4

The establishment of an agreed frequency of delivery i.e. for delivery of clean
roller towels and collection of soiled.

1.5

The proper initial loading of the roller towel in its dispenser by textile rental
staff and the subsequent checking of the operation of the dispenser and the
integrity of its fixings at each delivery.

1.6

The provision of information to the customer relating to the criteria for the
withdrawal of the towel service.

1.7

A procedure for handling customer complaints forms part of any quality
system and it is particularly important to include a frequent review for the
roller towel service, making sure that specific cases are notified to the legal
department or representative.
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2.

Key stages and recommendations in care, use and transportation
The roller towel should normally pass through the following key stages.

2.1

Collection (soiled) from the customer’s premises in an appropriate storage
system and transport to the laundry. During transport clean roller towels
should be stored separately from soiled rolls.

2.2

Processing in accordance with the service provider’s documented methods
(e.g. EN 13569:2000); sensibly dried and wound before storage/despatch.
During winding checks on the integrity of the towel (e.g. tears, condition of
repairs, frequency of repairs) should be carried out and unsatisfactory towels
sent for repair or removed from service.

2.3

Handling and/or otherwise conveying into an appropriate storage system.
Handling equipment, containers and vehicles should be maintained in a
clean condition.

2.4

Container-loading onto a vehicle and delivery to the customer. Drivers and
other service employees should pay close attention to personal hygiene and
should ensure that towels remain dry and clean whilst in transit.

2.5

Delivery to the customer’s premises with due care to maintain cleanliness,
for placement into storage or loading into a dispenser, in accordance with
instructions. The customer should be encouraged to provide storage
facilities where appropriate to maintain towels in a clean and dry condition.
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3.

Key safety characteristics for dispensers and roller towels

3.1

Dispensers should
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

3.2

be of a robust construction
have no sharp protrusions on the exterior
provide four fixing points, not accessible to users, for fixing to the wall
be installed on the wall using the appropriate fixings (See Annex A.)
have a locking device, if installed where the public has access
be easy to clean and disinfect, both inside and out

Roller towels should
a) have dimensions (length and width) appropriate to the dispenser in
which it will be used in order to facilitate its proper operation
b) have sufficient strength to withstand the force exerted when the towel is
pulled down, or used for wiping and drying
c) have selvedges designed to limit the lateral movement of the material
when the roll is pulled down or taken up
d) be correctly wound to facilitate loading in the dispenser and to avoid
jamming of the dispenser mechanism in use
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4. Key safety requirements for the use of dispensers and roller towels
4.1

Dispensers

4.1.1 Installation: The safe operation and use of the dispensers relies on the
quality and maintenance of the installation fixing. The dispenser must be
able to withstand repeated pulling down on the roller towel, especially
allowing for the additional force that may be applied in the event of a towel
jam. There is a risk that vigorous pulling can cause the detachment of the
dispenser from the wall during that or subsequent actions, resulting in
injury to the user. Annex A provides advice and recommendations on
dispenser installation. Textile rental staff should be properly trained for
installation.
4.1.2 Abuse: Dispensers in certain locations can be subject to abuse. The key
safety characteristics for dispensers are listed in section 3.1. In such
locations it may become necessary for the customer to increase their
vigilance and the frequency of their checks (section 1.3 a). This should be
included in their training and written notification of responsibilities.
4.2

Roller towels

4.2.1 Strength: This has already been referred to in section 3.2.2. Injury to the
user can arise if the towel breaks unexpectedly, especially during pulling
down. Breaking can occur because of chemical damage caused by bleaching
over the lifetime of the towel or it can be due to a defective repair. Either
occurrence will be exacerbated by the jamming of the dispenser mechanism.
4.2.2 Repairs: A number of well-made repairs are acceptable, but these should be
monitored. Too many or badly made repairs will contribute to the risk of
jamming, the breaking of older towels in service and an increase in the
forces exerted on the dispenser and its fixings.
4.2.3 Misuse: In certain locations e.g. schools, a safety feature should be fitted to
prevent misuse of the towel loop.
It is strongly recommended that such precautions be taken where children
will be the predominant users of the towel and dispenser.
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Annex A. Guidance on the installation of dispensers
It is usual for suppliers to provide fixing instructions with their dispensers. Where
the textile rental company/service provider uses contractors, or agrees with
customers for them to fix their own dispensers, those instructions should be
passed on. The purpose of this Annex is to give guidance on methods of
identifying wall constructions, hidden hazards such as buried pipes and cables, and
guidance on the selection of suitable fixings. It may also be part of the information
passed on to contractors and customers.
A1. General
The sighting of dispensers should be agreed with the customer (see section 1.1),
observing the following points:
a) the location should be convenient for the user
b) the dispenser should not impede the use of other equipment or facilities
e.g. opening doors, nor should the operation of the dispenser be impeded
c) the construction of the wall should be suitable for the safe installation of
the dispenser (see Table A1.)
d) beware of concealed services such as electrical cables, burglar alarm
wiring, gas, water and steam piping. (For advice on detectors see A3.)
A2. Standard fitting instructions
a) Mark the position of the required fixing points on the wall such that the
bottom of the dispenser will be about 1.4m above the floor. In some
locations e.g. schools this may need to be lower
b) Drill holes to a depth of 3.8cm using a bit which corresponds in size to
the wall plug to be used. Plugs MUST always be used other than for wood
structures (3.8cm No. 12 round headed wood screws are recommended).
c) The round-headed wood screws which should be used are screwed in to
about _of their length. The dispenser is then fitted and the screws fully
tightened.
d) The screws and plugs provided by the dispenser supplier may not be
suitable for the wall construction and must be replaced by the correct
parts (see Table A1.)
e) The specified number of fixings must be used for maximum safety
f) Consult supplier’s instructions where special safety features (see section
4.2.3) are required
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Table A1. Precautions for different wall types
Type of wall

Precautions

Fixings *

Brick – 11.4cm or 22.9cm thick

Standard fitting instructions
normally apply

Nylon wall plug – type S

Brick plaster faced (depth 1.6cm)

Standard fitting instructions
normally apply – allowing
for depth of plaster

Nylon wall plug – type S

Plaster faced breeze

Drilled hole may be uneven
because of the structure of
the block

Universal nylon anchor –
type FU

Cavity wall, plaster board
nailed to wood frame

Plaster can break away
the drilled hole on the
from inside of the wall,
weakening wall

Wood screws into wood
frame

Concrete, often with plaster

Extremely hard, drill 2.5cm
with masonry bit, but allow for
depth of plaster

Nylon wall plug – type S

Marble/porcelain/vitrolite/glass

The drilling of these
materials should only be
undertaken by an expert

Nylon wall plug – type S

Plaster on lathe

Plaster, reinforced with hair,
screed over wood lathes

Unsuitable for installation

Plastic/laminate battened
over brick or breeze

Facings fixed to a wood
framework

Fix to wood frame, may
need extra battens. Refer
to customer before
modifying

Terrazzo

Flintstone, even harder than
granite. Drill slowly and
carefully to 2.5cm to avoid
expensive damage. Do not
use an impact drill

Nylon wall plug – type S

Tiled, usually plastered to
brick or breeze

Use a tile/glass bit and drill
slowly as near to tile centre
as possible (never in grouting
or with impact drill)

Nylon wall plug – type S

Wood

Test structure/partition is
sound

Use wood screws directly
into the structure

Granite or granite-faced

* Types of fixings refer to the Fischer fixing range, but equivalent products are available – see
NOTE on final page
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A3. Hidden services detectors
A multi-use detector for metal, voltage and wood framing is the most useful and
cost- effective equipment for surveying the installation point of wall mounted
equipment including towel dispensers. It will locate a range of items to avoid
including buried water pipes and live or dead electrical cables. However it will not
necessarily detect armoured cable or interference suppressed cable so it is
worthwhile consulting the customer for local knowledge.
It will also detect Stud Partition walls (so that tiled walls should always be
surveyed before drilling). The vertical and horizontal studs will be detected and
can be used to assist fixing.
Some skill is required in interpreting the operation of these detectors to avoid, for
example, spurious results from plaster board nails.

NOTE: The use of proprietary names throughout this document should not be
taken as an endorsement of the product by TSA. It does not imply that there are
no other products of equal or better worth available on the market.
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